
01 August 2016

Dear Investor

We have pleasure in enclosing your copy of the Charities Property Fund’s quarterly factsheet for the 
quarter ending 30 June 2016. 

The Fund produced a total return of 1.2% for Q2 2016, significantly ahead of the MSCI All Balanced Funds 
Index of 0.1% and for the last 12 months the Fund produced a total return of 7.6%, compared to the Index 
of 7.2%. The Fund has outperformed the Index for nine consecutive years to June 2016.

Q2 12 months 3 years (pa) 5 years (pa) 10 years (pa)

The Charities Property Fund 1.2% 7.6% 13.3% 10.1% 4.7%

MSCI All Balanced Funds Index 0.1% 7.2% 12.5% 8.4% 2.8%

Only one purchase was completed during Q2 which comprised a building in Bath adjacent to two existing 
holdings for a total consideration of £4.0 million. We have four sales under offer or due to complete, 
including the Tesco Superstore in Nailsea, Bristol which we have agreed to sell back to Tesco at a price of 
£23.63 million, reflecting a yield of 4.9%.

The Budget in April brought in a number of measures intended to make residential buy-to-let investment 
less attractive (including raising stamp duty for professional landlords and reducing the amount of mortgage 
interest that could be offset against tax). One of the results of this has been a spike in interest and in 
prices of smaller commercial lots. We have always held a higher percentage of smaller lots within the 
Fund for liquidity purposes and in fact 46 out of 116 properties that we hold (40% by number) are under 
£5 million. Therefore we are taking advantage of this to dispose of a number of smaller non core assets.

You will hopefully have received two communiqués relating to the post Brexit uncertainty and we are pleased 
to report that sentiment has improved significantly over the last couple of weeks. The market has stabilised 
and discounts being charged on funds or reflected in REITs have reduced or evaporated altogether.
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Despite the uncertainty, we believe the Fund remains very well positioned and we remain confi dent that 
our fi ve key characteristics – a very low vacancy rate, no debt, long leases, strong covenants and a focus on 
individual asset quality place us in very good stead during uncertain times such as these. The vacancy rate 
actually fell 16%, from 1.2% to 1.0% last quarter whilst the market average increased over 5%, from 9.7% to 
10.2% (Source: MSCI May 2016). The projected distribution for Q2 2016 (to be paid in August 2016) is 1.50 
pence per unit, which shows an increase of 7.9% on the May dividend of 1.41 pence per unit and is 16.3% 
above the corresponding period last year. Each of the eight occupational lease renewals, extensions and 
re-lettings we completed this quarter were at or above rental value and six of them have completed since 
the referendum.

Finally we are pleased to report that we were voted Fund of the Year – Specialist Product at the European 
Property Awards in June, against strong competition from the likes of AXA Investment Managers and 
AEW Europe.  

Yours sincerely

 

Harry de Ferry Foster
Fund Director

The Charities Property Fund is a registered charity, number 1080290
The Manager is Savills Investment Management (UK) Limited (formally Cordea Savills Investment Management Limited), registered in England number 03680998, 
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Number 193863 and is a subsidiary of Savills Investment Management LLP, a limited liability 

partnership registered in England. Savills Investment Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Number 615368 
The registered offi ce of both entities is at 33 Margaret Street, London W1G 0JD.

Please note that the Fund's Independent Valuer, Cushman and Wakefi eld has stated that, in the immediate aftermath of the result of the Referendum to leave the EU, they believe 
that we are in a period of uncertainty in relation to many factors that impact the property investment and letting markets and that it is not yet possible to gauge the effect of 
the decision by reference to transactions in the market place. Cushman and Wakefi eld has, in common with other independent valuers, caveated their valuation, noting that the 
reliance that can be placed on it has been reduced.

Whilst this creates uncertainty for the reliability of the property valuation and underlying Net Asset Value of the Fund, please note that no adjustment has been made to either 
the Property Valuations or NAV of the Fund at this stage. Given the current uncertainty with regard to UK property valuations, any such adjustment at this point would be very 
diffi cult to quantify and is unlikely to provide any further comfort on the reliability of the pricing. This position will continue to be monitored closely in conjunction with the Fund’s 
Independent Valuer and we will provide an update when we have more information and the Valuer’s position changes.

Important Notice

This update is issued by Savills Investment Management (UK) Limited, the Alternative Investment Fund Manager (or “Manager”) for this Fund. The Manager is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, registration number 193863 and the registered offi ce is at 33 Margaret Street, London W1G 0JD. The 
Charities Property Fund is a registered charity, number 1080290.

This update is provided for information purposes only. The opinions expressed here represent the views of the Manager at the time of preparation and should not be 
interpreted as investment advice. Whilst the Manager believes that the information is correct at the date of this document, no warranty or representation is given 
to this effect and no responsibility can be accepted by the Manager to any intermediaries or end users for any action taken based on the information. This update is 
aimed at existing investors in the Fund but it may also be distributed to prospective investors.

The value of property is generally a matter of a valuer’s opinion rather than fact. Please remember that past performance is not necessarily a guide to future 
performance. The value of an investment and the income from it can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Taxation levels, 
bases and (if relevant) reliefs can change. Property can be diffi cult to sell and it may be diffi cult to realise investments when desired.

This update may not be used for a purpose other than the one for which it was conceived and may not be produced, distributed or published, in whole or in part, 
without the prior approval of its Manager; in particular, it may not be distributed to the press or other media. The Manager shall not be held responsible for the use 
of any information contained in this document by any third party.

Certain statements included in this update may be forward-looking and are therefore subject to risks, assumptions and uncertainties that could cause actual results 
to differ materially from those expressed or implied because they relate to future events.  Accordingly, no assurance can be given that any particular expectation 
will be met and readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
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Key Points
 • Fund size £1,064 million
 • Well diversifi ed
 • 116 properties and 236 tenants
 • High yielding (4.9% as at June 2016)
 • Low vacancy rate (1.0% versus MSCI at 10.2%)
 • No gearing
 •  Strong covenants compared to MSCI (82.0% rated low or negligible 

risk, compared to MSCI at 78.0%)
 •  Allowing for void property, the Fund has a long unexpired average 

lease term of 11.7 years to expiry (10.2 years to break). MSCI: 10.7 
years to expiry (10.0 years to break) on the same basis.

 • 32.3% of income benefi ts from fi xed or index linked rental increases

Applications and Redemptions
£9.3 million of new applications were accepted this quarter as were 
£11.7 million of redemptions.

Cash on deposit is £30.0 million (including the sale of Nailsea which will 
complete on 10 August).

Fund Performance

Source: Savills Investment Management, MSCI (June 2016)
Basis: NAV-to-NAV with gross income reinvested
The Charities Property Fund launched in 2000
Performance is net of fees and expenses

The Fund total return for Q2 2016 was 1.2% compared to 0.1% for the 
MSCI All Balanced Funds Property Index. Over the last 12 months the Fund 
Produced 7.6%, compared to the Index at 7.2%.

Over the last three years the Fund has returned 13.3% per annum, 
compared to the Index of 12.5% per annum. Over fi ve years the Fund has 
returned 10.1% per annum, compared to the Index at 8.4% per annum.

Purchases
There has only been one purchase this quarter, refl ecting our cautious 
stance in the run up to the EU Referendum vote in June. 

The property was in Bath and was effectively a special purchase 
lying adjacent to two other assets owned by the Fund, including 
Westgate Buildings where we recently succeeded in gaining planning 
permission for a hotel. 

The property comprises a restaurant with student 
accommodation above which is let on a ground lease with the 
tenant paying only 33% of rental value. The price of £4m refl ected 
a yield to the fund of 4.25%, but an ultimate reversion of 7.5%. 
We have now built a core holding in this location of well over £20 
million through three successive acquisitions.

CPF Portfolio June 2016 Geographical Weightings

Fund Objectives
The Charities Property Fund is the original and largest tax effi cient pooled property vehicle available to all charities in the UK (including Scotland and 
Northern Ireland). It is a Common Investment Fund regulated by the Charity Commission. The Fund’s objective is to invest in property throughout the 
UK to provide a balanced portfolio. It aims to provide a high and secure level of income and to maintain the capital value of assets held.

Source: Savills Investment Management, June 2016 Source: MSCI & Savills Investment Management, June 2016
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Asset Management 
We completed eight new lettings and lease renegotiations over the 
last quarter including the new lease to Travelodge in Bath. 

At Chichester we extended the lease to Oasis by eight years and 
increased the passing rent by 14%. At Brighton we signed a new 
fi ve year lease with the NHS and increased the rent by 6%, and at 
Maidenhead we took an early surrender from the third fl oor tenant 
and granted a new fi ve year lease to Copper Street Capital at a rent 
of £32.50 psf, an 11% increase. In Sheffi eld we extended the lease 
expiry of JD Wetherspoon from June 2034 to June 2044 and removed 
the 2019 break option. 

Finally in Edinburgh we completed a letting of 7,000 sq ft of vacant 
space and this has reduced our vacancy rate from 1.2% to 1.0%. The 
majority of these transactions have happened post the referendum result.

Maidenhead
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Fund Information (as at 30 June 2016) 10 Largest Assets

Launch date September 2000

Fund size £1,064 million

No of investors 1,898

Historic distribution yield 4.65%*

Prospective distribution yield 4.9%**

Fund costs (TER) 0.56% per annum

Unit price NAV - 119.27 pence

Bid - 117.88 pence

Offer - 121.13 pence

Bid/Offer spread 2.5%***

SEDOL 0208075

Next distribution date 15 August 2016

Last distribution payment 1.41p per unit

Next dealing date 30 September 2016#

* Based on the last four distributions declared divided by the current NAV
** Based on the next four estimated distributions divided by the current NAV
*** Assuming Fund fully invested
#  Applications must be received on the 15th day of the month in which the Valuation Date falls (or 

if that is not a Business Day the preceding Business Day) for dealing on the next Dealing Date

London SE7 - Brocklebank Retail Park, Greenwich 4.9%*

Mansfield - Tesco Store, Chesterfield Rd 4.6%

London EC1 - Crystal Court, 6/9 Briset Street 4.6%

Barnet - Sainsbury’s, 66 East Barnet Road 3.8%

London WC2 - 90 Chancery Lane 3.2%

Brighton - Jurys Inn Hotel, Stroudley Road 3.0%

Cambridge - Travelodge, Newmarket Road 2.3%

London E1 - 122 Back Church Lane, Whitechapel 2.1%

Redditch - John Lewis, Ravensbank Business Park 2.0%

London EC2 - Rivington House, Rivington Street 1.9%

Total 32.4%

* Based on completed value
# Nailsea has been excluded from this analysis
Source: Savills Investment Management, June 2016

Sales
We have agreed to sell the Tesco Supermarket in Nailsea, 
Bristol to Tesco. The price of £23.63 million, reflects a net initial 
yield of 4.9% and the sale will complete on 10 August. We believe 
this is a good result and is in line with strategy to reduce our 
supermarket weighting (which will fall from 11.2% to 8.9%) and it will 
reduce total Fund exposure to Tesco plc from 6.2% to 4.0% of total 
portfolio income. The asset was acquired in 2011 for £21.35 million 
and the Fund has received approximately £5.90 million in rent and the 
agreed price represents a £2.23 million capital uplift (after deducting 
purchase and sales costs) since acquisition.

We also have three further properties under offer to sell, namely 
Chichester (East Street), Southend-on-Sea and Dorchester. 
These three sales total £6.1 million and are motivated by successful 

Contact Information

For Property enquiries: Harry de Ferry Foster 
For Investor Relations enquiries: Amy Joslin

The Charities Property Fund 
Savills Investment Management 
33 Margaret Street 
London W1G 0JD 
cpfadmin@savillsim.com  
Tel: 020 3107 5439 
Fax: 0845 409 1281

Further information can be found about the Fund 
at our dedicated website: www.cpfund.co.uk

Important Notice

This Report is issued by Savills Investment Management (UK) Limited, registered in England number 3680998, which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Number 193863, and is a subsidiary of Savills Investment Management LLP, a limited liability 
partnership registered in England. Savills Investment Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 
Number 615368. The registered office of both entities is at 33 Margaret Street, London W1G 0JD. The Charities Property Fund is a 
registered charity, number 1080290.

This document is provided for information purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the express permission of Savills 
Investment Management. The opinions expressed here represent the views of the fund managers at the time of preparation and should not be 
interpreted as investment advice. This report is aimed at existing investors in the Fund but it may also be distributed to prospective investors.

The value of property is generally a matter of a valuer’s opinion rather than fact. Please remember that past performance is not necessarily 
a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the 
amount originally invested. Taxation levels, bases and (if relevant) reliefs can change. Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies 
may also cause the value of your investment, or the income from it, to fluctuate. Property can be difficult to sell and it may be difficult to 
realise your investment when you want to.

asset management initiatives at Chichester and Southend where we 
have recently completed one new letting, one lease renewal and one 
lease extension. 

Dorchester was acquired as part of a portfolio of Mercedes car 
showrooms last year for £1.92 million and the business plan was to 
retain the other two assets in the portfolio but sell this one. The 
price agreed is £2.3 million which is 20% above the December 2015 
purchase price.

These four sales total almost £30 million and have all been agreed in 
spite of the EU referendum decision. Holding a high proportion of 
smaller assets for liquidity has always been part of our strategy and 
we plan to reinvest the equity released from sales in Q4 2016, subject 
to attractive opportunities becoming available.

Nailsea Southend-on-Sea
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